EPILOGUE:
THE PROMISE
OF THE EDUCATION
OF THE WEST
All signs point to the third quarter of the twentieth century as a major
watershed in human history. It was not simply one of those transitional periods that
have become the cliches of history writers. It was a turning point from which there
was no turning back. It was possibly even the beginning of the fourth great transforma-
tion in the human career, comparable in significance to the much longer and slower
transformations that successively marked the evolution of Homo sapiens himself and
his folk societies and cultures, the emergence of traditional civilization, and the rise of
modern civilization. The incredible thing is that the outlines of a next stage in the
human career began to take shape in a relatively short period of time in the latter half
of the twentieth century.
Lest this seem to sound like an apocalyptic intonation, one need only try to
identify for himself the most important date and event in recent history. Is it 1944 or
1945 when the atom bomb was first exploded or used? Is it the decade and a half
beginning either with India's freedom in 1947 or with the Chinese communist victory
in 1949 and ending with the independence of more than half the nations of the world?
Is it the late 1960s which saw the landing of men on the moon and communication
satellites sending immediate sight as well as sound around the world? Or is it the fact
that the 12 billion computations turned out by the 1,000 computers in the United
States every hour in 1956 would become 400 trillion computations per hour by
100,000 computers in 1976?
Whether these or any number of other data are adduced to point to the almost
incomprehensibly rapid changes of the last quarter century, the point here is that they
are basically the result of the application of knowledge, of science, of technology, and
of social organization to practical affairs by the highly trained products of Western-
type educational systems. The changes are so momentous that thoughtful analysts and
predictors are beginning to say that we are moving into a form of society which they
variously call postindustrial (Daniel Bell and Bertram Gross), postmodern (Peter F.
Drucker and Amitai Etzioni), technetronic (Zbigniew Brzezinski), or postcivilizational
(Kenneth E. Boulding).
Whatever term may win out in common or technical usage in the future, the
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